A House in the Country
After Reading 1
A Summary of the Story

The following is a brief summary of the story of ‘A House in the Country’. However, the paragraphs are not in the correct order (apart from the first and last ones). Work in pairs to put the paragraphs into the correct order.

1. Ray, who had been working for some years in London, returns to his native Sri Lanka to occupy the house that his uncle left him.

2. All of this is set against the background of the civil war in Sri Lanka. As they go about their work and lives, however, the only disturbances are the curfews, a regular event which they have got used to, but which only help to emphasise their frequent silences.

3. One morning, when Ray goes out for his regular walk, he comes across the burning remains of Mr Ibrahim’s shop. It appears that Mr Ibrahim had been the victim of the disturbances that were tearing the country apart, and had been burnt alive in his shop.

4. Ray decides that what Siri needs is to have some land of his own. He offers to lend Siri the money to buy some land, but Siri refuses to become a debtor.

5. At first he wants to try and do the work on the house, which he finds very ugly, by himself. However, he soon accepts the advice of a friend and employs Siri as his assistant.

6. The solution, Ray decides, is to buy some land for both of them, and to build a house in the country where they can both live, and he imagines a time when Siri marries and settles down with a family in the new house.

7. Apart from providing the majority of the manual labour required for the rebuilding, Siri also acts as houseboy, or personal servant for Ray, providing meals and drinks, and generally running the house efficiently.

8. Returning home, Ray learns from Siri that the shopkeeper had refused to listen to warnings to stop stocking a particular newspaper which took a particular political stand. Siri claims that if the shopkeeper had listened to the warnings he would still be alive.

9. Siri proves to be a very trustworthy employee who produces work of the finest quality. Ray discusses his plans for the building extension, and Siri sets about putting them into practice the very next day.

10. This event causes an even greater silence to fall between the two occupants of the house. Then Siri comes to Ray and tells him he must leave, but wants to know where he can go, appealing to Ray’s knowledge of the wider world to indicate a safe place.

11. However, Ray finds it difficult to talk to Siri. He doesn’t really appreciate the ‘old ways’ that Siri follows, where a distance is maintained between master and servant. Ray finds this lack of communication frustrating.

12. After enquiring as to the cause of Siri’s disquiet, Ray discovers that Siri’s brother, who lives in the country, has been brutally murdered by a gang. Siri feels that this marks the end for him. He must move away.

13. Siri is surprised at Ray’s generosity as it exceeds anything he has ever known. Ray sets about the negotiations to buy the land.

14. Ray is left, wondering what will happen next.
The House in the Country

After Reading

Consolidation

The following is a (nearly) blanked out version of a summary of the story of 'The House in the Country'. Your teacher has the full account. By using your knowledge of the story and your knowledge of English you have to try and reconstruct the summary by suggesting words that might be in the text. Each time you get a word right, your teacher will tell you all the spaces in which it occurs.

___1__  ___2__  __3__  London  ___5__  ___6__  ___7__  ___8_  ___9__  ___10__  ___11__
___12_  Colombo  ___14_  ___15_  ___16_  ___17_  18_  ___19_  ___21_  ___22__
___23_  ___24_  ___25_  Siri,  ___27_  ___28_  ___29_  ___30_  ___31_  ___32_  ___33__
help  __35_  ___36_  ___37_  ___38_  ___39_  ___40_  ___41_  ___42_  ___43_  ___44__
___45_  ___46_  ___47_  ___48_  ___49_  ___50_  craftsman.  Ray  ___53_  ___54_  ___55__

Siri's  ___57_  but  ___59_  ___60_  ___61_  ___62_  ___63_  ___64_  ___65_  ___66__
___67_  ___68_  Ray  ___70_  ___71_  ___72_  ___73_  ___74_  ___75_  ___76_  ___77__

respect  ___79_  ___80_  Siri,  ___82_  ___83_  ___84_  ___85_  ___86_  ___87_  ___88__
___89_  ___90_  ___91_  ___92_  ___93_  buying  ___95_  ___96_  ___97_  ___98_  ___99__
___100_  ___101_  ___102_  owing  ___104_  ___105_  ___106_  ___107_  ___108_  ___109_  ___110__
___111_  ___112_  ___113_  ___114_  ___115_  ___116_  ___117_  ___118_  ___119_  ___120_  shopkeeper,

Mr  ___123_  ___124_  ___125_  ___126_  burnt  ___128_  ___129_  ___130_  ___131_  ___132__
___133_  disturbed  ___135_  ___136_  ___137_  ___138_  ___139_  ___140_  ___141__
___142_  ___143_  ___144_  ___145_  ___146_  ___147_  ___148_  ___149_  ___150_  ___151_  ___152__
rebels.  ___154_  ___155_  ___156_  half-built  ___159_  ___160_  ___161_  ___162_  ___163__
___164_  ___165_  ___166_  ___167_  ___168_  ___169_  ___170_  ___171_  ___172_  ___173_  ___174__
___175_  village.
In ‘The House in the Country’ we read that Ray worked in London for some time, where he earned enough money to return home to start rebuilding his house in Colombo.

He’d had a secure job with a building society, a flat in London, a car, and a happy circle of acquaintances.

We don’t know when arrived in London as an immigrant, but he always seemed to have the intention of returning home to Sri Lanka

Ray had not planned on having any help or company when he first returned to Colombo from England…………..... they never had much to talk about and quite often he simply thought about going back to Sri Lanka.

Portugal has a long history of emigrant workers leaving the country to work abroad. Why do people emigrate? How much contact do they keep with the country they have left? Do the people in Portugal benefit from emigrants?

Now reverse this thinking. Portugal also is host to immigrants. Are the reasons that people come to Portugal (immigrants) the same as for people who leave (emigrants)? Do the countries the immigrants come from benefit? Does Portugal benefit?

Imagine that an immigrant from Africa arrives illegally in Lisbon to look for work. What kind of work might they find? Where would they live? What differences do you think they would notice? Would they miss home?

The following story is also about an immigrant to London, except here the time working in London is concentrated on: what it is like being an immigrant to the UK.

The River Underground

His name was Husman. He came from The Gambia, or Gambia as most people call it. The Gambia is really just a river, the country is just the scrub that stretches out a hundred miles or so on either side of the great river’s banks.

Husman had come to England to make money. He’d come just for a few months. He planned to return to his home and build his own compound and be a big player in Baku.

He was here illegally - it was simpler that way. He couldn’t afford to get here and be turned away. This was to be his once-in-a-lifetime-experience.

He’d been very lucky. He’d made it to London without too many problems. His English was good and he was well prepared. He had talked to many tubabs on the beach in Baku, plus a few from the aid agencies while he was working upcountry teaching English to the kids there.

They’d told him that though he might think that all white people were rich in fact they weren’t. Some of the
young tourists told him they had no proper job at all.

The tubabs told him people in London got paid more than £100 a week for doing nothing more than looking for work. One told him that he'd taken his £100 a week, plus a little they had in the bank and a bit from doing some work on the side, and had come to Gambia for a one week holiday.

The young tubab said when he returned the free money would still be there. For him it was back to security, back to that city of millions where every tubab seemed to come from.

But where was that free money coming from that these tubabs kept pulling from their pockets? It was like there was a money spring welling up in that cold country. Like a river underground washing up all the money from the world out onto the flood plains of the old River Thames.

The river Gambia never worked like that; it washed people out to other lands and sometimes it brought villagers from upcountry to Baku looking for a new life in the tubab hotels. But not money. No, never money.

Despite the shock of their careless wealth, it did not put him off the tubabs. Most of them, despite their money never acted impolitely in Gambia. In fact, sometimes, though he could not exactly explain why, they seemed to be nicer than they were to each other.

He was fascinated by the prices of things and how much you could earn as a tubab. The best one he ever heard £3.50 an hour for washing dishes! Were these people insane? Were these people so rampant with their money that they could pay people £3.50 an hour just to run some water over some plates? That was enough money in Gambia to feed the family.

The only tubab Husman didn't like was the aid worker who lived in his compound. He was a tall blonde man and said he was a Christian. He had an African wife, a very pretty one, from Angola.

He'd been in Africa for five years. Been all over the place. He said he loved Africa. Said that he worked for free. "Must be a rich man to work for free," Husman's best Captain had said.

Captain was from Liberia. He'd been in the army there and had fled to Gambia. That's why they called him Captain. He'd never talk about what happened in the army so Husman never asked him. But he was a good friend. A real friend.

One day Hus was sitting in the yard mashing up some tea when he heard a conversation in a room nearby.

"One in ten is any good, you know," said the aid worker

"Yes?" said another English voice, a new one.

"These people, they'll steal anything. You put a gallon of petrol outside in a drum. You come back it's been siphoned half away. You leave your motor scooter out on the street too long and someone unscrews the pedals and walks off with them."

Husman had no answer to the man's complaints, he just didn't understand. Hus was not surprised that the tubab didn't understand.

After Husman arrived in England he started work as a cleaner in the London Underground. He worked for another company that worked for the Underground and spent all his time cleaning in the tubes.

When he worked the people would pass all around him like he was not there. After the first three or four days he stopped trying to talk to people. They moved too quickly. They had nothing to say to him anyway.

And the people in London - who were these people? People from all over the world. People from every country in Africa, North, South, East, West. And African people who had lived here even before he was born and were as soft and as strange as the regular tubabs.

Captain had said that some of these had come from Gambia long ago, then gone to America as slaves, then the Caribbean as free people and then to London for jobs. It sounded incredible but Captain swore it was true.

Anything seemed possible now he was here in London.

He laughed at the things they used to tell him about tubabs when he was a child. They said that tubabs were so physically weak that you could crush their hands if you held them too hard. And there was some truth in that - their hands were so soft, soft as a little baby's hand, soft as a girl's breasts.
And they had laughed when tubabs talked about men having gone to the moon. Some of the young people in his compound believed it, but the leaders who'd only just come from the family village upcountry, they almost died laughing when you said that to them.

When he got here he saw that it was all true. He read English very well and he read everything he could get his hands on. The newspapers here were so full of things. Especially on a Sunday when they had lots of pictures of beautiful houses, each one as good as the President of Gambia’s house.

And most people didn't even appear to work especially hard here to get that kind of thing. He worked hard though.

He'd work either early mornings or late nights. Both were terrible. And now he did believe some of the things the Christian had said about the way things were in England. The Christian had said that England was not all good and happy, that this image was a myth, that it had its own problems with poverty. He had not believed a word of it.

But he had seen children, English children, sleeping in the tubes, taking drugs, selling themselves for sex – worse than anything he had seen in the worst part of Baku.

Craziness was rampant here too. At night there many crazy people. It was like the Ju-Ju bird had got into all the people down in the tube. People jumped onto the tube tracks and killed themselves. People were vomiting and fighting and urinating everywhere, every night, like animals in a mad heat - people in suits too with lots of money. And then there were the blind people with just a fat funny dog walking through the tubes on their own and not worrying about a thing. It was a crazy place.

But the money was good. Every week he would take his cheque to the bank and cash it directly. All he needed to show was Some ID and they gave him his money. And it was good money.

He lived with three other guys from Gambia in a place called Hackney Downs. He had got there in the summer and that was not too bad. But now, when it was getting cold, it was too harsh.

He was not sure which was worse: at work or being back at the room. In the room all they talked about was home - about the women back at home, about the food back at home, and about the sound of the sea and the fishing boats and the taste of real milk and real sugar and real couscous.

Milk at home was so thick, and the cream floated in it and melted on your tongue. Here the milk was like water and the sugar like dust.

TV was also mixed. The animal programmes were the funniest. There was a cat - it had a broken leg - the family and two doctors spent a month looking after it. X-rays and drugs and all the full treatment.

Hus remembered when his cousin broke his leg and it wasn't done right at the clinic and he found it hard to marry because his leg was never right. And then he thought about this little cat.

And the tubabs begged here too - even the ones who already had the free money. They asked him for money when he was coming home from work. He had been taught that Allah wanted him to be gracious to the poor, but this was too much.

Sometimes on Friday nights they would go and buy some ganja. Not very good stuff, not like they grew back at home, but they would smoke it and sing together a bit and talk about who was the better Wailer.

Although some of his brothers liked the Nigerian-style guitar music, he and his friends loved the old reggae best and no one could change their minds.

The hardest thing was finding somewhere to keep the money they had saved. Hus would save his up until he had three or four weeks’ money then get it wired to the bank in Gambia. It was an excellent system. He wired it to his own name. He'd pick it up from there when he got home. They charged him a lot - but it was safe.

One man, from Senegal, in another room on the floor above, went crazy one Saturday morning. His savings had been taken. He'd put them under a floorboard. He threatened everyone near him with a knife. He had been planning to go home in two or three weeks. Now he would have to stay.

The police came and it was a bad scene for everyone. After they arrested the man from Senegal they wanted to know who everyone else was. They wanted to see papers. Hus was lucky that morning. He was just coming back from the nightshift and when he saw the police outside the flats he just kept walking and sat in a McDonalds for an hour with a cup of tea and read the morning papers.
It was like that sometimes - feeling like he was doing a slow bank robbery, and at any time, as if responding to a call from months ago, the police were going to arrive and take him away.

It was not so bad now, though. He’d been able to send back enough money to pay for the blocks and cement for a half compound with two rows of rooms.

He couldn’t wait to see Captain’s face when he got back. Captain would be given the second biggest room. The biggest, of course, would be for him and his wife - whoever she would be.

The threat of return was not too unbearable. He had back sometime someday anyway.

Unlike some of the people he met in London he had no intention of staying. He could have made this place home if he had wanted to, but he’d rather be a rich man at home than a poor man here for the rest of his life.

In Baku he was a teacher, respected, well-paid. No, when the time was right he would go back to his friends. The might even give him a free flight home if he was arrested for working illegally. He’d heard of such things. It was kind of them really. He couldn’t imagine the Gambian police giving a tubab a free flight.

Though the work was dull the money was coming in steadily and nicely. The cleaning manager was friendly and he never stole their money and never cheated. He just had to endure this for another three months, he reckoned.

For another month life carried on as usual. But then, just two months from the trip home, he came across something that he had never expected. He fell in love. With a tubab.

**Glossary**

*Note: The definitions given here are accurate for the context of the story 'The River Underground but may vary in other contexts.*

- **Baku**: capital of the Gambia
- **crush**: press so hard it breaks what is being pressed
- **ganja**: marijuana
- **harsh**: hard and cruel
- **mashing**: making (tea)
- **rampant**: extravagant
- **scrub**: ground with bushes, low trees; not very fertile
- **tubab**: Mandinka name for white people
- **welling**: rising up from
- **wired**: sent electronically
- **work on the side**: extra, illegal (undeclared) work
Now answer these questions:

1. **Husman was**
   a) disgusted
   b) fascinated
   c) disbelieving

   by the apparent richness of the tubabs

2. **Husman**
   a) had no idea what to expect from England until he arrived
   b) knew exactly what life was going to be like in England
   c) didn’t believe what life was like in England until he arrived

3. **Husman felt that**
   a) there were many unfair advantages that England had over the Gambia
   b) life in England was sometimes poorer than he’d expected
   c) the way people lived in England was crazy.

4. **Husman was**
   a) unable to decide when to go back
   b) waiting to be deported to return
   c) anticipating his imminent return to the Gambia

++++++

**Emigrating to the UK**

How easy is it to emigrate to the UK? Easy if you’re Portuguese, but not for most people. In some ways the law is very strict about who can come and live in the U.K. People from most countries in the world - like Brazil, or Russia - have to get a visa just to get past the airport, even if they are only coming as a tourist.

If you want to work in the U.K. it’s much harder to get in. You can only work here if you’re doing a specialist job that a British person can’t do. This applies to people like footballers too - a Brazilian player can’t be given a contract unless the government agrees.

On the other hand, anyone from most European countries can come here without a visa, and we can go to their countries, because we’re all in the European Union. We can travel freely either as tourists or to get work. If large numbers of British people wanted to go to Germany or France to work, then they could just go (though of course there might not be any jobs). The same applies to French or German people - they could just as easily come to the U.K.

In 1900 a quarter of the world’s population were British subjects, born in Britain or some part of the British Empire. The British Government decided who could stay and who had to leave. Immigration control began with the Aliens Act 1905. This was brought in to try and stop refugees (mainly Jews) from leaving Eastern Europe and come to Britain. For a long time the law wasn’t changed much but form the 1960s it became more complicated and more strict.

Once it was much easier for people from outside Europe to come here. After World War II, the U.K. was short of workers and needed more - we had lots of new factories which were only working slowly because the owners couldn’t find enough workers. We also had a new Health Service which was taking on new workers all the time. At first employers looked for new workers from places like Poland and Italy, but there weren’t enough (other European countries were also short of workers). Between 1945 and 1947, over 345,000 European immigrants came to the UK. Then
employers looked in other countries for workers, places where they knew some English was spoken and where people had worked for the British before - the Commonwealth countries and colonies. They asked workers from these countries to come and work in the U.K.

India, and many countries in Africa and in the Caribbean had been controlled by Britain and were just becoming independent. Many men from these countries had been soldiers in the war and many others (including women too) had worked in factories to produce things for Britain to help fight the war. The soldiers had fought in the Far East, in Africa, and in Europe. After the war, wages were higher in Britain than the colonies, so it was almost a natural step for many people to think of working here. Lots of Irish people came too.

This did not last very long. In 1962 the Commonwealth Immigration Act was passed to make immigration harder. This might be because Britain did not need so many workers, and it might have been because some white people didn't like the fact that many of the new immigrant workers had dark skins. Britain was used to ruling people with different cultures in the colonies, but having them living nearby was new.

More restrictions came in with the Immigration Act 1971 and several times since then. Today, people from old colonies, Indians, Pakistanis, Bangladeshis, and people from the Caribbean and Africa, find it very hard to get into Britain. Many other nationalities find it easier. If you are from India and you have a relation living here, or if you marry someone here, then it is possible to get in. If you have no connection with anyone here it is almost impossible to get the right to settle here and very difficult even to get a visitor's visa (because they think you might just stay).

**So how do you get into Britain?**

As a visitor almost anyone can apply to come for a short visit, though the authorities will be more suspicious of some people than others; people from other EU countries can come as often as they like without any special permission.

If you live abroad but have close family here, then you may be allowed to come here to live and work. It does not matter whether you are young and not yet working, or of working age, or retired.

People from another EU country can come here at any time to live and work.

If you are an asylum seeker and you have to leave your home country because for no fault of your own you are not safe there, then you can stay in Britain as a refugee if the authorities believe you'd really be in danger if you went back.

It's worth remembering that arguments about immigration are seldom really about numbers or about overcrowding. More people leave the country every year than enter it, and most of those who come in are white.

---

**Akbar, a friend of Mumtaz's Dad**

I came here from a place called Sylhet in Bangladesh in 1974. Bangladesh is a poor country and I wanted to go and work somewhere where I could be better off. I was 24 years old when I came here and I had to have a job arranged before I would be allowed into the country. A cousin from my village was already here and working in an Indian restaurant, and he got me a job (actually most Indian restaurants are really Bangladeshis). I didn't really make any money at first. I stayed with my cousin in a house he rented from the Bangladeshi who owned the restaurant, and just saved all my money. After five years I had quite a lot saved and I got my own flat and had a holiday in Bangladesh to arrange to get married. My parents had found someone for me, we liked each other, and after we were married we came back here to live. I've worked in restaurants all my time here and I expect I will until I retire. Our children are now 16, 14 and 12, and I hope they will do well at school and get good interesting jobs.

---

After Reading
TRUE or FALSE?

1. Specialist workers from other countries need British government permission to enter the country.
2. It hasn't always been so difficult for foreigners to work in Britain.
3. After World War II, Britain looked first to the Commonwealth for help to fill job vacancies.
4. Now it is easier for people from the ex-colonies to enter Britain than other foreigners.
5. Anyone can apply for a visa
6. Immigrants are largely responsible for the increase in population

Now make True or False questions for each other about Akbar